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Abstract We study the influence of broken connectivity and frequency disor-
der in systems of coupled neuronal oscillators. Under nonlocal coupling, sys-
tems of nonlinear oscillators, such as Kuramoto, FitzHugh-Nagumo or Integra-
te-and-Fire oscillators, demonstrate nontrivial synchronization patterns. One
of these patterns is the “chimera state”, which consists of coexisting coher-
ent and incoherent domains. In networks of biological neurons, the connectiv-
ity is not always perfect, but might be locally broken, or interrupted due to
pathologies, neuron degenerative disorders or accidents. Our simulations show
that destructed connectivity drastically affects synchronization, driving the
coherent parts of the chimera state to cover symmetrically the region where
the anomaly is located. The network synchronization decreases with the size of
the destructed region as evidenced by the Kuramoto synchronization index. To
the contrary, when keeping the connectivity of all nodes intact, altering the fre-
quency in a block of oscillators drives the incoherent part of the chimera state
toward the anomaly. This work is in-line with recent dynamical approaches
aiming to locate anomalies in the structure of brain networks, in particular
when the anomalies have small, difficult-to-detect sizes.
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1 Introduction

Intensive numerical studies of synchronization patterns in networks of interact-
ing neurons have led to the recent discovery of the so called “chimera states”.
These are states where domains of coherent oscillators alternate with incoher-
ent ones and this phenomenon is observed even in the case where all oscillators
are identical and identically linked. Chimera states were first observed in 2002
by Kuramoto when he was studying synchronization properties in networks
of neuronal oscillators [1]. In this work Kuramoto and Battogtokh used the
phase oscillator to assimilate the behavior of neurons. Later on, chimera states
were found in other neuronal models, such as in the FitzHugh-Nagumo [2–4],
Hindmarsh-Rose [5,6], Van der Pol [7] and in the Leaky Integrate-and-Fire
(LIF) models [8–11].

While in the original studies the network had the simple form of a 1D chain
closed in a ring arrangement, later works used more complex connectivities in
an effort to approach the realistic connectivities of brain neurons. More com-
plex connectivities include 2D square lattices [12], 3D cubic lattices [13–15],
fractal geometries [16–18] and other complex structures [6,19–21]. Recent ad-
vances on the emergence and structure of chimera states in neuronal dynamics
are reported in review articles [22–24].

The complexity in the connectivity was mainly motivated by experimental
evidence on brain structure from Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) [25–27]
and Electroencephalography (EEG) studies [28–30]. So far, the presence of
chimera states has been linked with the onset of epileptic seizures [31–33],
while they have been associated with the unihemispheric sleep of birds and
mammals [34,35].

Due to prospective applications in systems of brain neurons, the control of
chimeras (their existence and patterns) has gained a lot of attention in recent
years [18,36,37]. In particular, in ref. [37] the authors study the control of
phase oscillators, by introducing a modification in the links of one oscillator,
making it unidirectional. In the case of phase oscillators, they show that the
modified oscillator acts as a pacemaker that attracts the incoherent parts of
the chimera. In ref. [36], the authors introduce a block of excitable elements in
a ring of FitzHugh-Nagumo limit-cycle oscillators linked nonlocally in a ring.
They also report that the incoherent part of the chimera state is attracted
by the block of excitable units. Motivated by these findings, we study here
the control of a LIF-oscillator network. Our numerical results show that local
modifications in the connectivity lead to shifting the chimera pattern, in a way
that the modified region attracts the coherent part of the chimera state. To
the contrary, when the dynamics in a block of nodes is locally modified, then
the modified block attracts the incoherent part of the chimera states.

In the next section, the Leaky Integrate-and-Fire model is introduced and
the nonlocal coupling scheme in 1D is presented. The parameter values for
single and multichimera states are determined and the Kuramoto synchro-
nization index is introduced and discussed. In Sec. 3, the modifications to the
nonlocal coupling scheme are introduced and the results of the simulations are
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presented in two subsections: a) in Sec. 3.1, where the parameters favor the
formation of a single chimera state and b) in Sec. 3.2, where the parameters
favor a multichimera state. The numerical simulations indicate that in both
cases the center of a coherent region is driven toward the disordered block.
In Sec. 4, a block of LIF nodes with modified frequency is introduced. In the
case of a single chimera state, we show that the center of the incoherent region
is driven toward the block. In the Conclusions section, our main findings are
highlighted and open problems are discussed.

2 The model

To model the exchange of electrical and chemical signals between neurons, we
use the Leaky Integrate-and-Fire model. This is a simple scheme which de-
scribes the primary oscillations of the membrane potential during the integra-
tion and discharging phases in the activity of a neuron. The basic mechanism
and corresponding equations were introduced by Louis Lapicque in 1907 [38,
39]. The potential cycles include the integration phase, which is characterized
by an exponential increase of the potential, followed by the abrupt resetting
phase to the resting state [8,9]. According to the LIF model, one linear ODE,
Eq. 1a, and one resetting condition, Eq. 1b are used to describe the evolution
of the membrane potential u(t) of a single neuron [16]:

du(t)

dt
= µ− u(t), (1a)

lim
ε→0+

u(t+ ε)→ u0, when u(t) ≥ uth. (1b)

In Eq. 1a, the constant µ denotes the fixed point where the potential tends
when t → ∞ if the resetting condition is not applied. In Eq. 1b, uth denotes
the threshold potential: the u(t) values are reset to the resting potential urest
if they exceed uth. The resetting to the resting state is instantaneous and the
period Ts of the single neuron is calculated from Eqs. 1 as [16]:

Ts = ln [(µ− urest)/(µ− uth)] . (2)

2.1 Coupling Scheme of LIF Network

When many oscillators, i = 1, · · · , N , are coupled in a network, a connectivity
matrix σij is employed to define the strength of the coupling between neurons
i and j. If we denote by ui(t) the potential of neuron i at time t and by uth(i)
the individual threshold of each neuron i, then the equations which describe
the network co-evolution are:

dui(t)

dt
= µ− ui(t)−

1

Ni

N∑
j=1

σji [uj(t)− ui(t)] , (3a)
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lim
ε→0+

ui(t+ ε)→ urest, when ui(t) ≥ uth(i). (3b)

In Eq. 3a, each neuron is connected with all other neurons, j = 1, · · · , N in
the system, while Ni =

∑N
j=1 σji is the normalization factor applied to all

connections.
In earlier studies, the individual LIF oscillators were coupled in a ring chain

containing N neuronal oscillators with identical nonlocal coupling among them
and with identical threshold values [10,16]. In this study, we first introduce
connectivity disorder in a block of B elements located in the interval IB =
[N/2−B/2, N/2 +B/2]. The disorder amounts to breaking locally some of
the connections with probability p. In this case, the connectivity matrix takes
the form:

σij =


σ, for i−R < j < i+R,

0, for j ∈ IB and ∀i with probability p,

σ, for j ∈ IB and ∀i with probability (1− p),
0, elsewhere.

(4)

More specifically, Eq. 4 denotes that each element is connected with R neigh-
bors to its left and R neighbors to its right, except the elements that belong
to the interval IB . This interval is of size B and is located around the cen-
tral node of the ring at positions [N/2−B/2, · · · , N/2 +B/2]. The nodes i
residing in this interval communicate nonlocally with the other nodes in the
network, σij = σ for i − R < j < i + R, without receiving information from
other nodes, i.e., σij = 0 when j ∈ IB . This disruption in the connectivity
takes place with some probability p, common to all elements in the interval
IB . The results on broken connectivity are discussed in Sec. 3.

2.2 Modification in the threshold potentials

A second modification in the model refers to a local disorder in the frequen-
cies of the neurons residing in an interval Ith of size H, located at position
Ith = [N/2−H/2, N/2 +H/2]. As the frequency is intrinsically linked to the
threshold potential via Eq. 2, it is easy to modify the frequency by modifying
locally the threshold values as follows:

uth(i) =

{
v1, when i ∈ Ith,
v2, elsewhere.

(5)

More specifically, Eq. 5 indicates that all the elements in positions
[N/2−H/2, · · · , N/2 +H/2] have threshold v1, while the rest have thresh-
old v2. The perturbed interval contains H elements and is located around
the central element of the ring which is at position N/2. The results of this
perturbation in the dynamics are discussed in Sec. 4.
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2.3 The Kuramoto Synchronization Index

One of the first indices to quantify the presence of chimera states is the Ku-
ramoto synchronization index Z(t), also known as Kuramoto order parameter
[1,22]. To use the Kuramoto index one needs to define the phase φ(t) dur-
ing the oscillation period. In the LIF model, the phase φi(t) of oscillator i is
defined in terms of the time dependent potential ui(t) as [17]:

φi(t) =
2πui(t)

uth(i)
. (6)

The global Kuramoto synchronization index is then defined as:

Z(t) =
1

N

∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
i=1

eiφi(t)

∣∣∣∣∣ , (7)

where | · | stands for the magnitude of the complex number in the argument.
Z(t) denotes the time dependent degree of synchronization in the network.
Namely, if Z = 1, the dynamics in the network is synchronized, if Z = 0
the dynamics is asynchronous and if 0 < Z < 1, the dynamics is partially
synchronous and a chimera state is formed. Often, an average synchronization
index, 〈Z〉, is defined on a time interval ∆T for statistical reasons:

〈Z〉 =

∑
∆T Z(t)

∆T
. (8)

One weakness of the average Kuramoto index is the false estimation of
synchronization when traveling patterns are formed in the network, which is
often the case when chimera states are present. Another drawback is that the
Kuramoto index defines full synchronization when all nodes have exactly the
same phase and does not distinguish the frequency synchronization, where all
elements have the same frequency but keep a constant phase difference in time.

Other than the Kuramoto index, the mean phase velocity profile is a de-
pendable indicator of coherence. For an oscillator i who has performed Ci
complete oscillations in time ∆T , the mean phase velocity ωi is defined as:

ωi =
2πCi(∆T )

∆T
. (9)

Since the mean phase velocity ωi and frequency fi of an oscillator are propor-
tional with a constant factor of 2π, namely:

ωi = 2πfi, (10)

the terms “mean phase velocity” and “frequency” are hereafter used inter-
changeably.

The difference between the maximum and minimum mean phase velocity
in the system, ∆ω = ωmax − ωmin is also a reliable indicator and establishes
the existence of a chimera state if ∆ω > 0 (and similarly for the frequency
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difference). Other measures of synchronization include the ratios Ncoh (Nincoh)
of coherent (incoherent) elements, the integrated coherence measure and the
Laplacian measure [40–42].

In the present study, we only discuss patterns which are stable in time and
the elements in the coherent region are phase as well as frequency synchronous.
Therefore, the Kuramoto index is particularly suitable for quantifying the
chimera states.

The working parameters used in this study are: µ = 1, urest = 0, N = 500
and R = 170. The rest of the parameters, namely, uth(i), σ, p, B and H, will
be varied in the next two sections.

3 Chimera states under broken connectivity

As discussed in Sec. 2, locally broken connectivity in the network can be
realized with the use of a specific connectivity matrix. The connectivity matrix
we use here as an exemplary case is given by Eq. 4. The region of broken links
has length B which ranges from B = 0 (unbroken, nonlocal case) to B = 20.
All other parameter are as defined in the working parameter set in Sec. 2.
In the next two subsections, we set the parameter σ to values which produce
single chimeras in Sec. 3.1 and double chimeras in Sec. 3.2.

3.1 Single chimeras

For the emergence of single chimeras, the coupling strength is set to σ = 0.7
and the threshold potential is fixed to uth = 0.98, common for all nodes. For
these parameters, when the connectivity is nonlocal (without modifications),
a single chimera state is observed [10], shown in Fig. 1a.

Figure 1 presents a comparison of the dynamics between unbroken connec-
tivities and locally broken in rows a) for B = 0 and b) for B = 10, respectively.
All other parameters in rows a) and b) are identical and the oscillators start
from the same initial conditions. In row a), a chimera state with one coherent
and one incoherent domain is formed. In this case, the coherent domain is
formed in the right side of the system. When the connectivity is broken at
positions IB = [245 − 254] in row b), the coherent domain moves toward the
area where the broken connectivity is located, and the coherent and incoher-
ent domains are positioned symmetrically around this structural anomaly. In
row b), the oscillators which belong to the area IB are colored in red in the
profile snapshot (left panel). Note that the points in IB are scattered, as the
oscillators in this domain do not receive input from the rest of the system and,
consequently, they follow independent dynamics, based on their own initial
conditions. In the spacetime plot of row b), the oscillators which belong to the
block IB are clearly discerned as a yellow perpendicular stripe.

In the previous example, the oscillators have started at time t = 0 from
the same random initial conditions in both cases. We now consider the case
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Fig. 1 (Color online) Chimera states in the LIF network with a) nonlocal connectivity,
B = 0, and b) locally broken connectivity, B = 10. Typical profile snapshots (left panels)
and spacetime plots (right panels). In b), the broken links are located in the range [245-254].
Other parameters are common: σ = 0.7, µ = 1, urest, uth = 0.98, N = 500 and R = 170.
In the simulations a) and b) the oscillators start from the same initial conditions, chosen
randomly between 0 and uth.

where the system initially runs without the structural anomaly IB and the
connectivity is broken at 500 time units (TUs), after the single chimera has
already been established. Moreover, the links in block IB are broken with a
given probability 0 ≤ p ≤ 1. Typical results are shown in Fig. 2.

In particular, in all three rows of Fig. 2, the network simulations have
run for 500 TUs without broken connectivity. In all cases, a coherent state is
established on the right side, as can be seen in the respective spacetime plots.
At t = 500 TUs the connectivity is broken in the middle of the system (ring),
at positions IB = [245− 254], with a different breaking probability p = 1, 0.8
and 0.5. The results are as follows:

– In Fig. 2a, the block breaking probability is p = 1.0 and all links directed
toward the block are broken. In this case, the spacetime plot (right panel)
indicates that the coherent part is first formed on the right side of the ring
and, when the block connectivity is broken (at t = 500 TUs), the coherent
part is driven, almost immediately, towards the structural irregularity. At
the steady state, the coherent part surrounds the irregularity. The block IB
is evident around the node i = 250. The Kuramoto index of synchronization
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Fig. 2 (Color online) Chimera states in the LIF network with broken connectivity after
500 TUs: a) p=1.0, b) p=0.8 and c) p=0.5. Typical profile snapshots (left panels), Kuramoto
index (central panels) and spacetime plots (right panels). The broken links are located in
the range [245-254]. All other parameters are as in Fig. 1. All realizations start from the
same initial conditions, chosen randomly between 0 and uth.

(central panel) starts from Z = 0, when the network elements have random
potentials at t = 0, and increases as the chimera state is formed. After the
chimera formation, the Z-index does not change on average (apart from
fluctuations). A typical potential profile can be observed in the left panel,
after the establishment of the chimera state; the oscillators which belong
to block IB are clearly discerned in the center of the coherent region and
are colored red.

– In Fig. 2b, the links directed towards block IB were broken with probability
p = 0.8 after 500 TUs, while for times 0 < t < 500 the connectivity is kept
typically nonlocal, giving rise to the single chimera seen in Fig. 1a. In this
case, the coherent region is less strongly attracted by the block, since the
structural anomaly is weaker. Here, although the breaking takes place at
t = 500 TUs, the coherent region stabilizes around the anomaly much later,
at about t = 2000 TUs; then, the presence of the block becomes evident
around element i ∼ 250, as seen in the spacetime plot. The temporal
evolution of the Kuramoto index does not change (see central panel). Z(t)
only depends on the relative size of the coherent and incoherent regions
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and that is not altered by the introduction of the structural anomaly. The
potential profile at the final stage, after the coherent region has surrounded
the block IB , has similar structure as in the case p = 1.

– In Fig. 2c, with p = 0.5, the breaking probability is even weaker. The block
IB can not attract the coherent region and only causes erratic motion on
the position of the (in)coherent regions, as evidenced by the spacetime plot.
Note that the position of the block IB is not visible here, as it is hidden
within the incoherent domain. The position of the block IB is evidenced in
the potential profile (left panel), where its elements are colored in red and
are indeed found within the incoherent region. The evolution of the Ku-
ramoto index (see central panel) does not change statistically with respect
to the previous two cases.

The block size used here, B = 10, is just an indicative example. Even,
the weakest case, B = 1, is enough to cause the drift of the coherent regions
toward the block (results not shown).

Thus, we conclude that breaking the incoming connectivity in a block of
elements causes the shift of the coherent region toward the block. Therefore,
the insertion of a structural deformation of this type can be used to control
the position of the coherent/incoherent regions of the chimera. Moreover, the
neuronal oscillators that belong to block IB and do not receive contributions
from the rest of the network retain their (uncoupled) frequency and act as
pacemakers, dictating to the rest of the network the dynamics of the single
oscillator.

3.2 Multichimera states

The parameter choice σ = 0.7 used in the previous section was important for
the emergence of a single chimera state with one coherent and one incoherent
region. In this section, we use a higher coupling strength, namely σ = 1.7,
which gives rise to a double chimera state with two coherent and two incoherent
regions [10]. Here, we choose to show the effect of increasing the size of block
B to 0, 1, 10 and 20. We, then, keep the breaking probability to its highest
value, p = 1, and all other parameters are as in Sec. 3.1.

For the larger value σ = 1.7, the nonlocally coupled system supports the
multichimera state, as depicted in Fig. 3a. The results for the different B-
values are presented in Fig. 3b, c and d. For the chosen initial conditions, the
unperturbed system with B = 0 presents two coherent/incoherent regions as
shown in Fig. 3a. In fact, the spacetime plot demonstrates that, at t = 0, one
of the incoherent regions is centered around the central node i = 250 and,
as time increases, the chimera pattern drifts first toward the right and then
toward the left.

When a block of broken links is introduced, see rows b), c) and d) in Fig. 3,
the 2-chimera pattern drifts until one of the coherent regions is stabilized
around the block where the links are broken. In fact, in Fig. 3b, c and d
the system for the first 500 TUs has uninterrupted nonlocal connectivity and
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Fig. 3 (Color online) Multichimera state in the LIF network with broken connectivity
after 500 TUs: a) B=0 (connectivity unbroken for all times), b) B=1, c) B=10 and d)
B=20. Typical profile snapshots (left), Kuramoto index (center) and spacetime plots (right
panels). The block with broken links is placed symmetrically around the central i = 250
oscillator. The coupling constant is σ = 1.7 and all other parameters are as in Fig. 1. All
simulations start from the same initial conditions, chosen randomly between 0 and uth.

thus has the opportunity to create the 2-chimera with one incoherent region
centered around the i = 250 element, with the two coherent regions to its
left and right, while the 2nd incoherent region is located at the left and right
corners of the system. At t = 500 TUs, the block IB is introduced. For minimal
block size, B = 1, Fig. 3b shows that the 2-chimera drifts slowly until one
of the coherent regions stabilizes around the block IB . The position of the
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minimal block is not visible in the spacetime plot, but can be spotted as a
red point in the potential profile (at the top of the left panel). For block size
B = 10, Fig. 3c shows a faster drift toward the stable state, where one of the
coherent regions surrounds the block. The block is now visible after 500 TUs
in the spacetime plot and in the profile (with red dots). Similar conclusions
are drawn for Fig. 3d with block size B = 20. The evolution of the Kuramoto
index follows the same pattern in all four rows up to time t = 500 TUs and
stabilizes shortly after. The Z(t) index presents more extensive fluctuations for
B = 20, where the large size of the block with broken connectivity influences
the overall synchronization in the system. Comparing the cases for different B
values, we find that the Kuramoto index is influenced by the block size B, as
also demonstrated in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 (Color online) The Kuramoto synchronization index Z as a function of the block
size B. The coupling constant is σ = 1.7 and all other parameters are as in Fig. 1. All
realizations start from the same initial conditions, chosen randomly between 0 and uth for
each oscillator.

Figure 4 shows that the synchronization index Z decreases as the block
size B increases. This can be intuitively expected since the block IB introduces
disorder in the connectivity and thus synchronization decreases in the system.
The Z index decreases asymptotically to 0, because even small local common
phases may contribute positively to Z, when the system size is finite.
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4 The effects of frequency disorder

In this section the nonlocal connectivity is not disturbed but disorder is intro-
duced in the dynamics of the nodes. Namely, the connectivity remains purely
nonlocal and the disorder in the frequency of a block of oscillators comes by
modifying the threshold potential uth, as explained in Sec. 2.2 and Eq. 5.

Fig. 5 (Color online) Chimera states in the LIF network with frequency disorder after 500
TUs: a) single chimera for σ = 0.7 and b) 2-chimera for σ = −1.7. Typical profile snapshots
(left panels) and spacetime plots (right panels). The oscillators in one of the incoherent
domains are placed symmetrically around the central i = 250 node and are colored red in
the profiles (left panels). The threshold potentials are v1 = 0.9 and v2 = 0.98 and the block
size is H = 10. All other parameters are as in Fig. 1. All simulations start from the same
initial conditions, chosen randomly between 0 and uth(i) for each oscillator.

To investigate the influence of the frequency disorder, we use two threshold
values, v1 = 0.9 for the elements that belong to block Ith and v2 = 0.98 for
all other elements, as in the previous section. To compare the two cases, we
use Eq. 2 to calculate the respective periods. For these threshold values, the
uncoupled periods are: T1 = 2.3 for the elements in block Ith and T2 = 3.9
for the rest of the elements. Alternatively, the block oscillators are 1.7 times
faster than the rest.

In Fig. 5, the system starts with unperturbed frequencies and develops a
steady state with one coherent and one incoherent domain as in Fig. 1a. After
500 TUs, the frequency disorder is applied and the system is allowed to run
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for 2500 additional time steps. The disordered block has size H = 10 and all
other parameters are as in Fig. 1. As we can see in Fig. 5a, the single chimera
pattern shifts so that the incoherent domain is placed symmetrically around
the perturbed block Ith. This holds true also for the case of the 2-chimera
state, which is realized when σ = 1.7 and is shown in Fig. 5b. Again, the
chimera pattern shifts so that the Ith block is positioned at the center of one
of the two incoherent regions.

To understand the influence of the block size H, we present in Fig. 6 the
potential profiles, Kuramoto index and spatiotemporal patterns for different
values of H for the single chimera. As in Fig. 5, in all simulations the system
starts unperturbed for 500 TUs, after which the Ith block is introduced in the
system. Even for blocks of minimal disorder, H = 1, the spacetime plot in
Fig. 6a shows that the pattern shifts slowly until the incoherent part covers
symmetrically block Ith. The speed of displacement increases as the size of the
block increases to H = 5 (Fig. 6b) and to H = 20 (Fig. 6c). The oscillators in
blocks Ith are colored red in the profiles and they can be seen in the middle
of the incoherent regions. In this case, the Kuramoto synchronization index Z
does not significantly change with the block size. Similar conclusions apply to
the case of multichimera states (not shown).

It is interesting to note here that while the disorder in the network con-
nectivity drives the coherent regions around the perturbed block, the disorder
of the oscillator frequency drives the incoherent regions around the perturbed
block. This finding is important for appropriately choosing the correct mech-
anism when we wish to control the position of a chimera state.

5 Conclusions and Open Problems

Motivated by the diversity of neuronal features and by the different connec-
tivity patterns in biological neuron networks, we investigated here the modi-
fications that the chimera-state patterns undergo under diversification of the
threshold potentials or under local modifications in the network connectivity.
Using the leaky integrate-and-fire model with nonlocal connectivity, we show
that, when the connectivity is destroyed locally in a block of elements, the
chimera state pattern shifts until the coherent part of the chimera reaches
and surrounds the disordered block. In the case of a multichimera state, again
the pattern shifts until one of the coherent domains surrounds the disordered
block. For intact nonlocal connectivity, if we modify the threshold potential
(or similarly, the period) in a block of elements, the chimera pattern shifts
until the incoherent block surrounds the modified block. These results provide
us with first evidence about the type of changes that the synchronization pat-
terns undergo, when there are local modifications in the dynamical properties
of the neurons or perturbations in the structure of the networks.

The ideas presented here have potential applications in the dynamics of the
healthy brain, given that not all neurons are identical, as they are differentiated
according to their functional role. The approach in Sec. 4, where a block of
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Fig. 6 (Color online) Chimera states in a LIF network with frequency disorder after
500 TUs: a) H=1 (minimal disorder), b) H=5 and c) H=20. Typical profile snapshots (left),
Kuramoto synchronization index (center) and spacetime plots (right panels). The oscillators
with different frequency are placed symmetrically around the central i = 250 node and are
colored red in the respective profiles (left panels). The threshold potentials are v1 = 0.9 and
v2 = 0.98 and the coupling strength is σ = 0.7. All other parameters are as in Fig. 1. All
simulations start from the same initial conditions, chosen randomly between 0 and uth(i)
for each oscillator.

neurons has a different potential threshold than the rest, points to the direction
of diversity in the dynamics of the individual neurons. Using more realistic
distributions of neuronal thresholds and connectivity schemes resulting from
medical imaging experiments, is bound to probe further into the complexity of
synchronization patterns in the brain. These complex patterns maybe linked
with different functionality modes of the healthy brain.

Open problems include the use of destructed connectivity obtained from
medical images of local lesions in the brain. In relation to neuron degenerative
disorders, more global deformations in the neuron network connectivity need
to be addressed. Diseases such as Alzheimer, Parkinson and Schizophrenia
can cause global degeneration in the brain network structure. Medical imag-
ing techniques can be used in all these cases to extract connectivity matrices
that reflect the structural (local or global) deformations. When these matrices
are used during the dynamical integration, the corresponding synchronization
patterns reflect the underlying structural anomalies. Comparison of synchro-
nization patterns between healthy brains and brains suffering from lesions or
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from neurodegenerative disorders may offer new tools in the diagnosis of these
diseases and/or on their origin and evolution.
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